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Abstract. Graphs, regarded as grammar forms as well as coloring specific(ations, induce gtaph- 
families, so-called color-families. In this paper a mininr=ll producer-graph folr every colorWfamily is 
introduced and as the main result it is shown that color-families ate dense, in the sense that between 
any two families one can ‘squeeze in’ another one. 
1. Introduction 
The investigation of grammar forms offers-in the case of languages containing 
only words of length two-a link to graphs, first observed in [2]. Thus, the mechanism 
of interpretation, applied to graphs, turns out to be a gene:-alization of the notjon of 
n-coloring arid induces graph-fa.milies (we call them color-families) in a similar wz!y,, 
as it d’o~.?s for grammar forms. This paper is confined to undirected graphs. However, 
most of the results can be extended to digraphs. 
In Section 2 the basic definitions and some results of [2] are given without proofs. 
The.n in Section 3 a minimal representative graph for every color-family is intro- 
duced and some unary and binary operations on graphs, with their consequecces on 
the properties of the graphs are investigated. Finally, in Sections 4 and 5 the main 
open question of [2], whether coldr-families are dense, is answered afRr,mativc!y. 
The paper is largely self-contained. For proofs not given in Section 2 tht? reader is 
referred to [%], where the directe:d case is discussed, too (e.g. examples of non-density 
clonceirning digraphs are given). [3] and [4] investigate some expansions of the results 
in [2]1 and this paper on finite grammar forins. For unexplained notions in grapln 
theory I refer to [ 11. [5] is a general introduction to the theory of forms. 
In this section we review definitions and results from [2] 2s required for the rest of 
the paper. 
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D&nftion. Let G and G’ be graphs.. G’ is termed an interpretation of G moVdulo p, in 
sym&~!s G’ ~3 G(cL), if the following two conditlions obtain: 
fh) g ts a mapping of the set of vertices of G into the set of subsets of the set of 
r&es aif G” such that 
x1 Z x2: impiies p(xl) n p(x2) = 0 
and, moreover, every vertex of G’ belongs to one of ahe sets p(n); 
(ii) whenever there is an edge between yl and y2 in G’, there is also an edge 
between JX-‘(YI) anld &yz) in G. 
The above definitton shows the close connection to grammar forms. However, 
when we speak of interpretation in the sequel, we mainly think in terms of the 
folIowing theorem for whose formulation we need two more definitions. 
An elementary homomorphism in a graph G consists of identifying two vertices x 
and y and inserting an edge between the identified vertex x = y and all vertices z 
adjacent o either x or y in G. (When x and y are adjacent, x = y has a loop-this 
means an edge from the vertex to itself). A graph G* is a nrorphic image of a graph G 
if it is, obtained from G by finitely many elementary homomorphisms. G is also 
considered ta bc a morphic image of itself. 
Theorem 2.1. A graph G is an interpretation of a graph H if and only if a morphic 
image G* of G is (isomorphic to) a subgraph of H. 
Every graph G defines a family S(G) of graphs, consisting of all interpretations of 
G, in symbols 
The reader should have no difficulties to verify that oc;P( U) (whereat U is a vertex with 
a loop) consists of aI1 graphs and that :*n other graph without a loop can have this 
property. 
In addi:ion to a connection with grammar forms, we have a link to the theory of 
colorings as follows: A graph G is an interpretation of Kfl (IQ is the complete graph 
with n vertices) iff G is n-colorable. Therefore, t:he following definition is a natural 
extension of the notion of coloring. , 
For two graphs G and IY, G is H-colorable if G -=ZJ H. A family of graphs 
is a color-family :f it equals S(Hj, for some graph 11. 
For instance, consider the cyclic graph Cs (Cn is the cycle with n vertices) 
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A graph is C&colorable if and only if it is 5-colorabk in such a way that the 
adjacencies Iof Cs are satisfied: if a vertex i:~ colored by I, (hen it:s neighbor!; may be 
colored bly 2 or 5 but not by 3 or 4, and SQ~ forth. 
The folllowing theorem is a rather direct consequence oF the definitions, 
Theorem 2.2. (i j The r e a ion I t ‘interpretation of’ is tansitioe. 
(ii) The inclusion JZ?(Gl j c iZ( Gzj holds if and only i;f Gl Q (22. 
(iii) The r(elation ‘interpretation of’ is decidable. 
Now we are ready to introduce the basic hierarchy: 
2z(Kz) 5 g n l 6ip(c2,+1 j or ~(Czm--aj 5 l l e 2W3j :=2(&j 
4 9(&j r4: l l l Z(K,j s ~Wn+Ij * l ’ (1) 
The even cycles Cz,,, are omitted in the hierarchy, because al? of them define the same 
family as & Hn general a graph G is in S’(&) iff G has no odd cycle as subgraph. 
Concerning the hierarchy (1) the question arises (especially from t:he point of view gf 
grammar forms) whether there are color-families trictly between these Cz,,, + l’s (and 
K$s. The families defined by the so called ‘flowers’ satisfy this claim for the odd 
cycles. 
Definition. TheflowerFL is the planar graph obtained by gluing 2n + 1 copies of the 
graph C2m+1 together in the follow+jg fashion. All 2n + 1 copies possess ;a common 
vertex X. Two neighboring copies have also a vertex adjacent to x in common. 
Otherwise, the sets of vertices of any two copies are disjoint. 
For instance F: 
Note that Fk equals Czrn +I~ 
Theorem 2.3. For any m 3 1, n 2 0, 
Z’(Fo,+, j 5 9(Fnmt+21) 5. ~(F%;‘I $5 SFO,) 
holds. 
The odd girth of a graph G, og(G), is the !ength of the shortest odd cycle irl G 
(clearly, if there is a loop in G we have og( G) = 1 and by definition we say og( G j =; a 
if no odd cycle exists). This graph property gives us the following simple but helpfrll 
Let G and N be graphs, M&E e og(G) > o&H). Then H is not m 
interpretation of G. 
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3.. Minimal grsphs rrmd operations on graphs 
Two graphs G andi H are termed form equivalent, in symbols G -H, if they define 
the same graph-family, i.e. 5?(G) = 2?(H). If G is an interpretation of H, but not form 
equivalent, we say G is a strong interprcetation of H, in symbols G 9 H. In this section 
we consoler a minimal form equivalent graph for every graph G. 
Okrvation 3.1. (Immediate consequences of Theorem 2.1). 
(i) G is an interpretation of its morphic images, 
(ii) G is a subgraph of H implies that G is an interpretation of H, 
(iii) every graph * IY form equivalent o its morphic subgraphs. 
A graph M is a mznimalgraph when M has no morphic subgraph (except M itself). 
f course, every graph has a morphic subgraph which is minimal graph (take morphic 
subgraphs as long as possible). 
MINIS 3.2. Izi*ery color-family has a uniquely defined minimal graph a,$ represen - 
ta live. 
Proof. Suppose two form equivalent minimal graphs M and N are not isomorphic. 
As M is zn interpretation of N there is a morphic image M* of M which is a subgraph 
of .hr! 3J is an interpretation of M and therefore Mtk is an interpretation of M. Hence, 
thea t’ exists a morphic image M** of M* which is a subgraph of M. As M** is a 
morphic imcge of .M we have M** =:= M* = M by de:inition of minimal graph and 
consequently .M is a subgraph of N. The: analagous considerations for N show that N 
is a subgraph of ,M and therefore M is isomorphic to N. 
Obviously, all complete graphs and odd cycles are minimal graphs. Further 
investigatialn sho*ws that K1, &, &, &, KS and C’s are the only minimal graphs with 
five or less vertices. 
DeWtion, ‘IDme l-enlarged graph M + 1 of M is obtained by adding a vertex x to M 
and inserting edges between x and all vertices of M. The n-enlarged graph of M is 
defined :recu rsively: M + n = (M + (n - 1)) + 1. 
For instaknee: Cs + 1. 
+ n is a minima! graph if and orsly t f M is a minimal graph (we 
I!S not a vertex with a loop). 
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(ii) rf G-H, t/&n G-I-~ -H-M. 
(iii) If G SJ I-& then 13 + n s H + n. 
hoof. (i) Because (of the recursive definition of M -t-n we just have to show it 
A4 -t 1 is a minimal graph. Assume M-t- 1 is not. Then there is a morphic imslge 
M-t l* which is a subgraph of M + 1. ‘The added vertex x cannot be identified 
without producing a loop, hence we can say M* + 1 instead of M + l*. When M* + 1 
is a subgraph of M -ts 1, there is an injective function i mapping the vertices of M’” + % 
to those of M F 1 such that i(a) is adjacent o i(b) if w and 6 are adjacent. 
Let x be the added vertex in M + 1 and. x* the added vertex in M* + 1. 
Case 1: Assume that i(n*> = x or that there is no vertex y * such tha:. icy*) = X. 
This implies that lMak is a subgraph of M, which contradicts thlat M is a minimal gr~rph. 
Case 2: Assume that i(x*) :f x and that there is a vertex y* with i(y*) = x. Let: 1: be 
the vertex for which we have i(x*) = y. But then 
“. 
1 l i’(x*) = k, i’(y*) := y and i’(z*) = i(z*) for Z* f x*, y* 
is also a valid mapping leading to a contradiction as in Case 1. 
(ii) G* subgraph of H for :I morphic image G” of G implies G* + 1 subgraph of 
H + 1. Hence lG Q H impllies IG + 1 q H + 1 and form equivalence isprleservcd, too. 
(iii) Let min(G) be the minimal graph of G. T’hen 
G - min(G j G mint(H) -H 
implies 
G+l-min(G)+l Smin(H)+l.-H+l 
where the middle relation is strong because different minimal graphs cannot be filrrn 
equivalent. 
With the enlarge-operation we can transform the compkete hierarchy of odd cycles 
and flowers between any arbitrary pair K, - lyn+l (n a 31, which implies 
Corollary 3.4. For rh 2: 2 there are infinitely many distinct color-families between 
LZ(K,) and .9(K,&. 
A v B is the graph obtained by the (disjoint) union of the graphs A and B. 
[2] we have 
Lemma 3.5. Let F, G9 i%e graphs where His conne1:ted and T -=I H, G s H, G s I= 
Then the relation F s F v G s H holds. 
ma 3.6. (i) Every color-fiamilry is clos(ed under union. 
(ii) S(G) US’(H) is a color-family if and only if A?(G) CT. Y(H) or P(G) 
(i.e, G and H are ci~mpnrabr’ej~. 
Proof. (ij (Consider afamily .9’(G) and two graphs Ml and & in .2(G). Then there 
zre :morphic images H T and Hz, which are subgraphs of G. Hence, there is a 
morphic image (rrf u N$ )* which is a. fusion of pii! and Hz, so that (Hr u H; )* is 
(ii]/ Consider twc l’amil.ies Z(G) ancl 5?(H) which are incomparable (2 = 2Z’( G) u 
9’(kf)). Of course, !3 dnd. G are in 2 ?iuppose 2? is a color-family. Then G u H is in 
gO This is irnpossibie because G u H is neither in .3’(G) nor in 9(H). 
Let P be a strong interpretation of SO P is called a predecessor of S, in symbols 
P.t” 5, (S a successor of P), if there is no graph G, so that the relation P +Z G g S 
holds. 
kmima 4.1.. Let P be Q predecessor of c?, where G is connected. Then 
4i) any other predecessor P’ of G ii!; form equivalent to P and 
(iii) H is a strong interpretation of G implies H is an interpretation of P. 
Proof. (i) Suppose P and P’ are two non-equivalent predecessors of IFI. Of course, P 
and 1” are iitcomparable (otherwise P or P’ is not a predecessor of G). Since G is 
connected this implies P SC’ P u P” ST 5 which is also a contradiction, 
(ii) If N is a -strong interpretation :f G and not an interpretation of P, then H and 
P are incomparable and we have a similar contra5diction asbefore with the relation 
P~PPHsG. 
Note that this lemma does not shsvp that G is the only successor of P. 
Defl&o~~t,, W is called a weak predecessor of (3, in symbols W.wp.G, if W 9 G and 
W* lis a strong interpretation of G does not hold for any morphic image W* of W, 
except W its&. 
Bn addition to CS_WP.& we have another example for a weak predecessor as 
follows: The graph H: 
is a strong interpretation of C’s (‘interpretc&on’ shown by the coloring, ‘strong’, 
because jherle is no C’s in H). Two vertices x and y in a graph are termed to be in 
Czm + 1 -cE3nneclr’ian if a cycle r -~~+-1 wilhich contains x and y is a subgraph of this graph. 
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One can easiljl verify that any pair of vertices in the graph H is in (+onncction a$nd 
therefore any elementary homomorphism on H produces amorphic image H * w ;,th 
a (2’3 (or a loop) as subgraph. Consequently, H* s CT3 does not hoi& This implies 
H.wp.C3. 
As we shall see by the fol’owing algorithm, every graph G which is a strong 
interpretation of H induces a morphic image of G which is a weak predecessor f H 
in a nondeterministic way, 
Algorithm 4.2. (weak(G, Hi produces a morphic: image of G such that 
weak(G, H).wp.H kiiolds, G 9 H being assumed). 
graph procedure weak(G, H) 
if (there is n9 elementary homomorphism h on G, so that 
h(G) -+M holds) then assign weak := (3 ; 
else 
Obviously, 
many steps. 
talce an arbitrary el.hom., which assures the relation h(G) s 1-l and 
assign weak := weak(h(G), H); 
the algorithm is nondeterministic, but stops successfully sftler finitely 
It induces a sequence of elementary homomorphisms,, so ;ittsrt 
weak(G, H) = G* = hihi- 6 l l h2hl(G); this sequence results in a homomorphi!;m 
h := hihi- v l l it2hle 
Remark 4.3. If h(x) = h(y) and h ‘1 is an elementary homomorphism, iderbtifying: x 
and y, then the relation h 1 (C) S! H holds because there is another sequence 
h;hJal **~h~h~=hand\nrehaveG~h~(G)~(it2;h;-,~..h;)h~(G)=h(G)~W. 
This fact, just mentioned, will1 turn out very important later- on. 
In the following lemma, the important interrelation between weak predeceucxs 
and predecessors i shown. 
Lemma 4.4. .Let P be a minimal graph, G a connected graph and 19p.G. K&on 
(i) P is a weak predecessor of G and 
(ii) every weak predecessor W of G is a subgraph of P. 
Proof. (i) P is a minimal graph and therefore P is a strong interpretation off any 
morphic image P* (not equal to P) of P. Consequently, P* 5~ G would squeeze P* 
strongly between P and G. 
(ii) according to Lemma 4.1, we know W Q P for every wea.k predecessoa W. If W 
is not a subgraph of P, there must be a morphic image W* which is a subg,raph of P. 
The aransitivity of interpretation implies immediately W* 4 G. This contradicts the 
definition of weak predecessor. 
Above lemma is a helpful tool for pro(ving that a graph G has no predecessor. W,: 
just have to show that G: has weak pre ecessors of arbitrary size. Of course, no finh 
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aph P can satisfll the necessary condition-sse ak predecessor subgraph of prede- 
ce~jor-fr?~ 4! oi these weak predecessors. 
l&wwn 4.5. Let G be a connected graph. G has rzo predecessor if and only if G has 
in finitely many wmk predecessors. 
Pm&, (+=]I InfinitePI many weak predecessors cannot have a bound in size. Thus 
there is no predecessor as explained. 
(tls) Let w,, yv,, w3.. . , Wn be all the weak predecessors of G and let bV bf 
weak (Wlu Wz-u W3u 0.. u Wn, G). For any graph H 6 G the relation 
H a weak(ii, G) = Wr Q W s G holds and therefore W Es a predecessor of 53. 
5. DensSty of color-families 
A c&lass 9 of families is dense if for every pair .&SC .& in B there is a family S3 in 9 
satisfying 91s 23 5 22. The proof of the density of color-families will be given 
stepwise. Every step is an expansion of the former step. 
Step I: C’s has no predecessor. As claimed in Theorem 4.5 we construct infinitely 
many weak predecessors. For this we shall complete the fiowers Fz (n a 1) to obtain 
so-called ‘super-flowers’, which are weak predecessors of C3. As preparation we 
discuss ome facts about Fz flowers. 
Let us classify the vertices in F; as foiilows: 
- cla:;s N contains only the vertex in the center, which participates in every ‘petal’ of 
thy ‘lower. We call thi3 vertex nucleus. 
_- class M consists of all neighbors of the! nucleus. We call them middle-uertices. 
- class 22, finally, contains the remaining vertices, the exterior-vertices, which are not 
elements of class N or M. 
(i) The nucleus is in C&connection with every vertex in the flower and therefore 
evtzry elementary homomorphism identifying the nucleus produces a morphic image 
with a C3 (or a loop) as a subgraph. 
(ii) Eve:ry elementary homomorphism identifying a vertr:x of LE with a vertex of A4 
produces a C’s as follows: Each e E E has a m’ E Mwhich connects e with the nucleus 
n. An identification of e with a vertex m E A4 (m not equal m’) inserts an edge 
3etween 4: == m and the nucleus n. The C3 
e=m 
fT3’ 4 n 
is ai subgraph of the morphic image of the flower. From (i) and (ii) we see that the only 
elementary homomorphisms which produce morphic im’ages which can be strong 
inlterpretlations of C’s are those identifying vertices within the set E or within the set 
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M When we want to construct a weak predecessor of CJ we have to aaloid this by 
inserting edges. 
For further consitderations we draw a flowe:r in a different way: All vlr::rtices of M 
and E are on a circle, the nucleus located outside this circle. tke edges to the nucleus 
indicated by short arrows (see Fig. 1). 
A vertex x’ is a posit;dwe n ighbor of y-x = pos(y )-if x follows y clockwise on the 
circle (negative neighbor X-X := neg( y )- is a counter-clockwise neighbc )c of y ) ; see 
Fig. 1 I 
Fig. 1. 
Before inserting edges1 within the circle we have! to ensure that our super-flower is 
still an interpretat:ion of Cs. F’for this we color the fllower with ihe number+ 1,2 and 3: 
- nucleus ‘L-colored, 
- middle-vertices l-colored, 
- all vertices of E,, which are positive neighbors of a middle-varte:x 2-colored, 
- negative neighbors of middle-vertices 3-colored. 
Now we insert edges from every 2-colored vertex of E to every %-color e:d vertex of 
E, except between tihos,e 2-3 .!sairs which are connected by ;I middle-vertc.: K  We have 
now obtained the super-flow(er S; (see Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. The super-flower S:. 
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There are three points left to verify for a super-flower S: 
(i) 5 is an interpretation of Cs, 
(irb Cs is not an interpretation of S, 
(iii, every pair of vertices in S is in Cs- connection. 
(i c There is no edge between two vertices, colored with the same number. Hence, 
S is ca+olorable. 
(ii) Suppose there is a C3 in S, The nucleus cannot be involved in this cycle, 
because its only neighbors are the middle-vertices which are not adjacent. A middle 
vertex cannot be in a C’s, because its only neighbors are the nucleus and its positive 
and negative neighbor, whkh we did not connect. Consequently, the only possibihty 
is a C;, consisting only of vertices of E. This would follow one Qf the number-triples: 
2-2-2, 2-2-3, 2-3-3, 3-3-3. 
This is impossible because we did not insert edges between ve&:c=s 4ored with the 
same number. 
(iii) Two vertices m and m’ of M are in C&connection: 
Two vertices e and e’ of E are in a common Cs: 
-e and e’ are adjacent (e.g. e 2-colored and e’ S-colored) 
neg(e) 
‘I e D posh?’ e’ 
-e zlnd e’ are not adjacent (e.g. both 2-colored) 
PC 
negle) poskl 0 neghegle)) ,e’ 
or uvhen pos(ej 2nd e’ are connected over a middle-vertex and therefore non- 
adjacent: ” 
posle) 
e 0 negle’) Paste’) e’ 
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Other ca6es are afread:y treated in the he@nning of this step. 
Step 2: C’z,,, +I has no predc::essor (m 22 Ii). Blowing up 1: (:: SUQek-flowers $; tO 
general super-flowers S” mcl we shall obtain infinitely many weak predecc:ssors ftir 
every &,+I with weak (!“,+I, I’ .Izm+l). For this we insert a c rain of (m - 1) vertices 
instead of the edges between every middle-vertex and its positive and negative 
neighbors in S,“: 
(m-1) between-vertices 
By this we create a fourth class of vertices in Sk,, between M and E, the 
Lbetween’-cla~~ B. 
First we have to verify, that the assumption S” ,,,+1 3;? Czln +I for the algorithm weak 
is satisfied: S” n+l is C&+.l-colorable as follows (cf. Fig. 3): 
m+2 'm+3 
rn+l 
46 
‘A 
:m N.,‘, 
..2m+l 
Y 
’ 2 
3; 
m: 
+Y m+l m+3/ m*2 
T? 
2 
Fig. 3. 
- nucleus %-colored 
- middle-vertices 1-colorrf:.d 
- coloring of the between- and exterior-vertices: vertex x (not equal the no~cku~) isI 
i-colored (i = 1,2, . . l , 2nz j implies pas(x) is i t- 1 colored. 
As no &,,,+I is a subgraph of Sk+!, the relation is strong as desired. HelIce, it 1s 
valid to speak cf (S&+1 $’ = weak(Sk+l, C;llrn-+l j. When two middle-vertices8 of S”,,, 
are identified we get a morphic image S*, which has a Cz,,,, 1 as subgraph and (one 
just has to take the coloring as an identification-instruction) is form equivalent o 
c zm+l. Therefore, (see remark 4.3.) thie resulting homomorphism h of weak 
(%+I, C&+2) may not i&ntify thz (2n ,t 1.) middle-vertiects and the number of 
vertices of (S”,+l)’ exceeds 2n f 1. This implies tha,t we have infinitely many weak 
predecessors. (Actually it is possible to show that Sz+l equals (Sk+, )‘, but il is not 
necessary here). 
S:ep 3: Every connected graph G’ with og(G’) # 00 has no predecessor. Let G be 
the minimal graph of G’, When ~g( G) = 2m - 1, mark an aribgrary Cznn- 1ira G. Now 
we take a S”, and build it into G instead of the C2m_1 as follows: 
- color the C&1 wilthi the numbers I, 2 l l . 2m - 1 cyclical[y, 
- color Sk with thte numbl3rs 1,2, . . . , 2m - I as described ia the former 1 iroof, 
- when there was an edge bc’rween 8 vertex x of G (but not of the marked C:.nc _ I) an 
an i-colored vertex in CC zrn +I9 insert edges between x and all i-colored vertices in S$. 
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Wfu: denote the resulting graph by G(Sz). The coloring of Sz gives an 
iden!:iification-instruction which results in G--consequently we have G(S”,) Q G. To 
ensure that G(S&) a G we: show that G is not a subgraph of G(Sk) as follows: 
Suppose G is a subgraph of G(S::,). Then exactly 2m -- 1 vertices of Sz, all colored 
wit’k ejifferent numbers, are ‘involved’ in this subgraph G. 
tl rgumenf.s :: (i) ‘At least 2m - 1 vertices’, because otherwise there are not enough 
vertio:es for G. 
{ii1 ‘All colored with different numbers”, because otherwise our ‘identification- 
instruction’ would identify two vertices of this subgraph G. But in the end the 
morphic image equals G. Hence, the identification-instruction, applied only on the 
subgraph G in G(Sk), would produce a morphic proper subgraph of G that is a 
contradiction to the minimality of G. 
(iii) ‘At most 2m - 1 vertices’, because S’z is colorecl with only 2m - 1 numbers. 
ut these 2’na - 1 vertices in Sk would have to form ithe formerly replaced C2m-1 
:h is a contradiction because there is no Cz,,, -1 in S. 
sing the same arguments as in the former step we have the estimate that the 
number oi’ vertices of weak(G(SL ), G) exceeds 2n + 1 and again we have tinfinitely 
many weak predecessors. 
Step 4: And 
T)feoreror SA, Color-families are dense (excluding the pair I, A!?(&)). 
It is only le:ft o show that i.:very graph G with an odd cycle-even not connected- 
has no predecessor. Of course, this implies density. 
Assume P = lJf=, Pi is predecessor fS = I Jizl Sj (1c:t P and S be minimal graphs, 
Piti Sj be connected graphs). Because of minimality we have Pi incomparable with Pi 
and Si incomparable with Sj for any pair i Z j, Denote 9 = {Sj}j= I,...,[ and 9 = 
{to:}i- I,...&* 
Case 1: 9~Yandk~ZtlimpliesP~PuR~SwhereRisagraph,ofY\~~ 
Chase 2: 9! f 9’ and k = I ,+ 1. Let RI be the gr::ph which is in 9’ but not !it 8, let 
og(R) be 2m - 1 and n be the number of vertices of the largest graph in 9. ‘When we 
construct a graph weak(n(Sk), R) according to the <proof in Step 3, we have the 
relation P +J P u weak@ (Sk), R) +i3 S. 
C’ase 3: pgl9’. Take a graph Q (of 9 which is not in 9. Then there must be a graph 
Si of Y SO that Q ir a strong interpretation of Si. Let ,M be a graph which satisfies 
Q 32 M a S (there must be such a graph M because we have already shown density . 
for fzonnected graphs). When P’ is It he graph P without % he component Q, the relation 
P z;! P’ w A4 e S in@ies our final contradiction against P l p l S. 
Let us finish this section with a short remark. At first sight the proof given here is 
not constructive in the sense th2t it does not describe am algorithm for ‘squeezing in’ 
hs, explicitly. In fact the proof can be ‘used cconstructively’ in the following way: 
Consider a pair of graphs H and G, where G is a strong interpretation of H (H 
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connected). Let n be the number of vertices of G. Let W be a weak predecessor with 
more than n vertices. W cannot be an interpretation of G, becitiiuse the morphic 
image W* of W which would necessMy be a subgraph of G wouldr i;le ,a strolng 
interpretation of H. So we have either G $2 W SJ H’ or if G and W ane incomlparabile. 
we have G +Z G u W S! H. As constructions for weak predecessors we’re given, t!lc 
proof is constructive from this point of vilew. 
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